
Check this box to shove windows from the top of the screen.



Check this box to shove windows from the bottom of the screen.



Check this box to shove windows from the left side of the screen.



Check this box to shove windows from the right side of the screen.



Check this box to resize windows if necessary.    If a window is too large to fit on the available desktop space, 
Shove-it will attempt to resize the window so that it fits properly.    Note: Some applications refuse to resize their 
windows.    If you experience problems when Shove-it tries to resize a window for a stubborn application, you 
should turn off this option.



Uncheck this box to turn off the Shove-it icon that appears in the system tray (near the clock).    If your tray is 
crowded with lots of icons, this can save you a little room.    You should make sure Auto-shove-it is turned on if you 
want to run without the icon.    Tip: To show this configuration dialog without using the tray icon, just run Shove-it a 
second time. 



Windoids are those little windows that think they’re so small that they can be Always-On-Top without getting in the 
way.    They can get in the way of the close box on your “Active Window.”    Check this box to automatically shove 
windoids off of the system buttons on the Active Window.



Check this box to cause Shove-it to automatically shove windows for you without clicking the Shove-it icon.



Quick-Drag lets you drag a window by clicking and dragging anywhere inside the window as if you clicked on its 
title bar. A key and mouse combination is required for Quick-Drag.



Select how often Shove-it should shove windows.    A quarter-second (4 times per second) feels the most natural, and
it causes no noticeable system performance degradation on a 486.    Other machines or applications may have trouble
with higher speed settings, though.



Select which key you will press to activate Quick-Drag.



Select which mouse button you will press to activate Quick-Drag.



Sometimes you want to drag a window partway off the screen and you wish it would stay there.    Set this slider to 
tell Shove-it how much off-screen a window must be before Shove-it leaves it alone.    (Default is 20%)



This shows the total time, in minutes, that Shove-it has run on this machine.



The name of the registered user.



The number of days left in your free 30-day trial, or the number of days ago that your free trial ran out.



The number of windows Shove-it has shoved for you (what a useful program).



Topic 2
This is some text
Look – it all fits on one page!



Topic 3 

This is the final topic.    I wonder what happens when   I do   this!  
Wanna see topic 1?    How about topic 2?






